
CONVENTION 

CENTER 

HOMESHOW 

MARKETING 

LIMITS 

Most Metropolitan areas have very few convention centers. Usually 1 or 2. 

If a home show advertises to bring attendees from a large area outside a single dealers 

territory, Any dealer that falls within that area has the right to be in the home show.     

IF there are multiple dealers in the homeshow, it works just fine, but dealers should       

coordinate responses to ensure they appear to be a team and not competitors.  

MARKETING IN HOMESHOWS OUTSIDE TERRITORIES  



Some advertisers have zones that a customer can choose which zones to market within. 

If the dealer has the ability to choose zones and ensure the ad does not hit a zone that 

another dealer owns, this should be the number one goal. A dealer should not directly 

market in another dealer’s territory if the choice is available to avoid it. 

In this example, The DARK BLUE territory dealer can market in zone A and B but avoid 

zone C. 

MARKETING DIRECTLY INSIDE TERRITORIES  
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Some dealers choose to target specific neighborhoods or directly to a certain               

demographic.  

A dealer that markets via any media (Social Media, Geofencing, Signage, Web, Search 

Engines, etc.) Any of these mediums should be directed ONLY in their specific territory.  

In this example, The DARK BLUE territory dealer can not market like this in any zone 

outside of his area. 

MARKETING DIRECTLY INSIDE TERRITORIES  
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BROADCASTING  

LIMITS 

TV and Radio broadcast in a huge area and dealers have no ability to alter the broadcast 

range of the network. 

With multiple dealers within a single broadcast range, all dealers have rights to use this 

medium to market and advertise since the broadcasting limit is within all their             

territories.  

MARKETING BY RADIO OR TV  



Dealers should stay within their defined area. No dealer should market outside their  

area actively, especially in areas that they have no ability to service with installs.  

 

No dealer should market statewide since they are unable to service the entire state. 

This is especially important when other dealers reside in the state. 

MARKETING NATIONALY OR STATEWIDE 


